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ABSTRACT

Previous papers in th[~ series have presented a conceptual model of the individual decision
to telecommute and explored relationships among constraints, preference, and choice. A
related paper has developed a binary model of the preference for home-based telecom-
muting. Noting that there is a wide gap between preferring to telecommute (88% of the
sample) and actually telecommudng (13%), this paper develops binary logit models of role-
commuting adoption. Two approaches to dealing with constraints are compared: incorpor-
ating them directly into the utility function, and using them to define the choice set. Models
using the ftrst approach appear to be statistically superior in this analysis, expl~n~ng 63-64%
of the information in the data. Variables significant to choice include those relating to work
and travel drives, and awareness, manager support, job suitability, tectmology, and discipline
constraints. The best model was used to analyze the impact of relaxing three key constrz~nts
on the 355 people in the sample for whom telecommuting was previously identified to be
a Preferred Impossible Alternative. When unawareness, lack of manager support, and job
tmsultability constraints are relaxed, 28% of the people in the PIA category would be expec-
ted to adopt telecommut~ag. The importance of behavioral models to accm’ately forecasting
telecommuting adoption is emphasized and is suggested to have wider impIications for
predicting technology-based activity changes.



1. INTRODUCTION

New t elematic technologies facilitate work from remote locations, such as the home or a

neighborhood work center. Telecommuting is a work arrangement in which individuals

perform remote work and thereby substitute the whole or part of their commute trip. Thus,

it has the potential of reducing travel demand.

The adoption of teleeommuting to date has been slower than anticipated by many early

studies over the last decade. The gap between forecasts and actual adoption levels has

called for careful analyses of the adoption behavior of telecommuting.

In a previous paper, Mokhtarian and Salomon (1994a) have presented a conceptual

frnrnework for explaining the choice of telecommuting as a work arrangement. It suggests

that the decision to adopt telecommuting may be motivated by one or more drives related

to fatally, travel, work, leisure or ideology. The presence of a drive is a necessary but

in~ttf:fiicient condition for telecommuting to be adopted. There are numerous constra/aats

which inhibit the ability to choose this work option. Only when these constraints are not

bindff~g can the individual actually choose to telecommute.

Data ,collected to test the relationships derived from the conceptual model is being used to

develop a series of models of preference for and choice of telecommuting. In Moldatarian

and Salomon (1994b), the role of key comtraints was examined, and empirical relationships

among possibility, preference, and choice of telecommuting were identified. It was found

that some 88% of the respondents would prefer to telecommute from home, but that only

13% catrrenfly do so. This wide gap between preference and adoption, which may also

chara,:tedze other situations involving new technology-based alternatives, suggests that

comtraints play a major role in affecting behavior. Furthermore, it suggests that preference

may be a necessary precursor for behavioral change, but a poor predictor of such change.

Thus, the modelling effort was divided into separate tasks, based on different definitions of

the dependent variable. First, a distinction was made between models of preference as

opposed to models of actual choice. Second, in either case the alternatives can be defined



as binary (prefer/choose or not prefer/choose) or as multinomial (in which individuals face

a number of alternative courses simultaneously). Except for some preliminary work re-

ported in Mannering and Moldatar/an (forthcoming), efforts to date (including the current

analysis) have focused on the case of binary alternatives for home-based telecornmufmg.

In modeling the (binary) preference for telecommuting from home, it was found that both

factual and attitudinal flxformafion affect the likelihood that individuals will prefer to

teleeommute (Mokhtar/an and Salomon, 1994e). However, less is known as to why pre-

ference is not translated into choice. This paper focuses on choice models and on the role

of constraints. Constraints are viewed as potentially affecting behavior in different ways:

either by chan~ng the choice set an individual is facing, or by directly affecting the choice

probabilities. As many constraints are external, understanding the role they play is

important for evaluating technology-based options in the context of policies designed to

relax constraints.

In the following section we describe the data and the various types of constrsJnts we have

identified. See’don 3 discusses some key socio-economic character/sties of current telecom-

reuters. In Section 4, two pairs of binary Iogit models, one pair for the whole data set and

one for a subset are presented. These two pairs of models contrast two approaches to

treating constraints: incorporating them directly into the util/ty function of the model, and

using them to define the choice set - that is, to identify whether telecommuting is feasibIe

for each individual. A use of the model for analyzing the effect of relaxing two key

constraints is also presented. The last section contain.~ a summary of the results and

potential steps for further research°

2. DESCRIFIION OF PREVIOUS RELATED WORK

The progression of work on modeling telecommuting has included a data collection effort

based on a questionnaire designed to allow the testing of the conceptual structure described

by Mokhtar/an and Salomon (1994a). In this sect/on we w/l/first describe the data and then

discuss the nature of the constr:~nts which are key concepts in our analyses.
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2.1 The data

The sample consists of 628 responses obt~Aned to a fourteen-page self-administered

questionnaire administered to employees of the City of San Diego in December 1992. The

data o~ntaius information regarding respondents’ previous awareness of and experience with

telecommuting; their job characteristics; their ab~ty to telecommute; perceived advantages

and disadvantages of telecommuting; information on other choices they may have made to

satisfy the hypothesized lifestyle drives; attitudes toward telecommuting and issues related

to lifestyle drives; and sociodemographic characteristics.

The City of San Diego has had a growing and relatively visible telecommuting program for

its employees since early 1990, and in fact nearly all respondents (96%) had been aware 

telecommuting before receiving our questionnaire. The sample, although not completely

random, was based on a strategy designed to obtain data from a diversity of respondents.

These include those for whom constraints such as job suitability prevent them from telecom-

muting at all, as well as "non-information-workers" who deal with information to the extent

that they could telecommute at least part-time and/or on occasional partial days.

It is hnportant to realize that the sample should not be considered representative of the

workforce as a whole in terms of the population d/str/but/on of key variables including the

choice; of telecommuting. It may be argued, however, that the so~mple adequately represents

the population relationships of explanatory variables to the choice and preference of

telecommuting (i.e. the importance of those variables as determined by their magnitude and

significance in a quantitative model).

A to~d of 1428 surveys were sent out. The 628 usable responses yielded an effective

response rate of 44%, which was considered excellent for a survey of such length and

general distribution. Some possible implications of a response bias are discussed in

Mokhtarian and Salomon (1994b).

In terms of occupation, 59% of the sample was professional/technical, 25% clerical/

administrative support, and 12% manager/administration, with. the remainder possessing
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other occupations. A h/gher proportion of the sample had supervisory responsib/lities than

suggested by this distribution, however: 11% supervised "one or more supervisors", while

an additional 25% supervised "one or more staff. ~ The sample was 53% female. The modal

age category was 31-40 (38%), with the adjacent categories of 41-50 (28%) and 21-30 (19%)

possessing the second and third highest proportion of respondents, respectively. Eleven

percent were 51-60 years old, and 2% over 60. The average household size was 2.7 persons.

Thirty-six percent of the respondents had children 15 or under in the household, including

21% with children 5 or under.

On average, 1.9 vehicles were available to respondent households, 0.99 vehicles per licensed

driver. Respondents lived an average of 12.9 rniles from work, with an average round-trip

commute time of 54.5 m~nutes. The modal household/ncome category was $35,000 - 54,999

(31%), with an addit/onal 41% ha the adjacent categories of $55,000 - 74,999 (22.8%) 

$15,000 - 34,999 (18%). Nearly 15% of the sample had household incomes of $75,000 

94,999, and 11% had incomes of $95,000 and above.

It should be noted that in view of the fast pace of change in computer and information

technology, data collected in 1992 may in some respects qticldy become obsolete. For

example, the pro~eradon of lap-top and notebook computers over the last three years may

result in different responses to a number of questions if the survey were to be admlnistered

now. As we focus on behavioral relationships, such changes are not likely to make the

results of the study obsolete, but the fact should be borne in m~nd that new technologies

which may facilitate behavioral changes are continuously entering the market.

2.2 The nature of constraints

Given the wide gap between preference for and choice of telecommuting, we attribute much

importance to the role of constraints. A detailed discussion of the nature of constraints is

given in Mokhtarian and Salomon (1994a; 1994b). In the present context we emphasize only

a few aspects of constraints.
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In examining the types of constraints that can potentially inhibit telecommuting, we

distinguish between dichotomous and continuous constraints. The presence of the former

implies that telecommuting cannot be exercised. The presence of the latter, by contrast,

implies that the likelihood of choosing (or preferring) telecommuting is reduced compared

to the situation ha which these comtraints are not present.

Three constraints are hypothesized to be dichotomous: Lack of Awareness, Job Unsuitabil-

ity, mad lack of Manager Support. At least one of these constraints was found to be active

for 6:7.7% of the respondents ha our sample. Only the remaining 32.3% of the respondents

were aware of the option of telecommuting, had a suitable job and their managers did not

obstruct telecommuting. The dichotomous constraints also have a continuous aspect; for

example, varying proportiom of a job may be unsuitable for telecommuting, making it pro-

portionately less likely that telecommuting will be chosen (or reducing its frequency). But

for these three factors, in contrast to the others, the threshold points at which they are

unequivocally binding are ha theory readily identifiable.

Constraints that can be modeled as having a continuous impact on choice include Misunder-

standing of the telecommuting concept, a Lack of Organ~Tation Support, the Unavailability

of a Personal Computer or other Technology Coustra~nt, and Cost. Note however that des-

pite their continuous nature, these comtralnts may still be viewed as effectively dichotomous

by the employee: I may perceive that ff the cost is above a certain threshold (give or take

a small margin), it will preclude telecommuting for me. And of course the outcome (choose

or no~t choose) is dichotomous even ff the explanatory variables are continuous. Neverthe-

less, in a situation in which the thresholds will vary by individual and are in any case

unknown to the analyst, it is appropriate to model these variables as affecting the utility of

(and hence the propensity to choose) telecommuting proportion aI|y to the degree in which

they axe present for each person, just as with ordinary variables such as an attitudinal factor

score, or commute length.

In otu: sample, we found that some 57% of the respondents fell into a category termed the

"Preferred Impossible Alternative", namely individuals who stated that they prefer to

telecommute, but who could not exercise their preference due to the presence of at least
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one of the three dichotomous constraints (Mokhtarian and Salomor~ 1994b). Another 18%

of the sample also preferred to telecommute but were not doing so, presumably due to the

presence of continuous constraints.

We further distinguish between internal and exogenous constraints. The latter are imposed

by the environment (family, employer etc.) whereas the former emanate from psychological

traits of the individual. In principle, this distinction differentiates between different levels

of control the individual may have over the constraints. Such a distinction may be of rele-

vance when a choice model is developed, as it is desired to identify that part of the sample

which actually has a choice and is not constrained. This issue will be elaborated in more

detail ha Section 4.

3. CHARACTERISTICS OF TELECOMMUTERS

Before developing more complex models of telecommuting choice, it is of interest simply

to examine various characteristics of current telecommuters. Table i compares tele-

commuters and non-telecommuters on several socio-econom/c characteristics that could

potentially be related to the choice of telecommuting. For ease of comparison, values on

the same characteristics for preferrers and non-preferrers of telecornmuting, first presented

in Mokhtadan and Salomon (1994b), are also reproduced here.

Statistical tests of the differences between telecommuters and non-telecommuters were

performed: t-tests for the continuous variables household size, commute Iength, and vehicles

per driver, a one-way aaalysis of variance for occupation, and chi-square tests for the

remaining variables which were all categorical. Only two characteristics were found to differ

significantly between choosers and non-choosers: the presence of children under 6, and

occupation. Consistent with the hypothesis that a desire to balance work with family

responsibilities constitutes a drive to telecommute for some, more telecommuters (28%) had

children under age 6 than non-telecommuters (20%). The difference in distribution 

significant at p = 0.09. There is no significant difference in the presence of older children

(ages 6 to 15) between telecommuters (22%) and non-telecommuters (23%), indicating 

at least where children are concerned, the interest in telecommuting as a way of combining



Table 1: Characteristics of Telecommuting Choosers and Preferrers

Vadable Indicator Tele- Non-Tele- Preferrer Noll-

gommuter commuter Preferrer
(N=S21) (N= (N=5531) (N=751)

Age estimated 39 39 238 44
mean

Gender ~rc~nt female: 15% 2 female: 92%
choos / male: 12% male: 83%
preferring

Household Size mean size Z7 2.6 2.6 2.7

Presence of Children percent 3 28% 2O% 2O% 25%
under 6

Presence of Children 6-15 percent 22% 23% 23% 24%
havlng

Presence of Someone percent 2.4% 4.2% 4.2% 2.7%
N,~d~ng Spcdal Care

Education mean 4.2 4.5 4.3 4.2
category

Household Income estimated $62K $57K $58K $61K
mean

Occupation percent 2 manager: 23% manager: 88%
choos / prof./tech.: 14% prof./text: 88%
preferring clerical: 6% clerical: 88%

One-Way Commute mean miles 12.5 12.9 2 13.2 10.4
Length

Velddes per Driver mean L1 1.0 1.0 1.0

I Some characteristics had missing data, never more than 11 eases out of 628.
2 D~fference siLmificant at p < 0.05. 3 Difference significant at p < 0.10.

work and family applies primaxily to those with young pre-schoolers. Also note that neither

of the, se two variables differs significantly between preferrers and non-preferrers. There can

be many reasons other than family for preferring to telecommute, that may partially obscure
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the role of famiJy in preference formation. The significantly higher proportion of young

children among telecommuters seems to suggest that family has a stronger role in choice.

However, it should be kept in mind firstly that the association is relatively weak, and

secondly that the presence of young children is at best an imperfect indicator of a family

drive.

There are clear differences in telecommuting adoption by occupation. Interestingly, it is the

managers who are most often telecommuters: 23% of them telecommute, compared to 14%

of professionaI/tectmiad employees and 6% of clerical staff (these were the only three

categories tested, as none of the other occupational categories confined a large number of

respondents). Apparently the managers enjoy greater autonomy and have the trust of the/r

managers to the greatest degree of the three groups. It is also possible that more job

attributes of managers are more amenable to telecommuting. Again, however, there is no

significant difference in the preference to telecommute, with 88% in each of the three groups

desiring to do so.

Conversely, although there is no significant difference in the estimated mean age of telecom-

maters and non-telecommuters (obtained by estimating each respondent’s age with the mid-

point of the category checked on the survey), preferrers are significantly younger on average

than non-preferrers. It is of interest to compare the average ages of non-preferrers and non-

choosers. If everyone who wanted to telecommute were doing so, all non-choosers would

be non-preferrers, and the average ages would be equal for both categories. But non-

choosers are younger than non-preferrers by about 5 years on average. The implication is

that it is disproportionately the younger preferrers who are not telecommuting, which is

consistent with the observation that managers are more likely to be doing so.

A slightly higher proportion of women (15%) than men (12%) are currently teleeommuting,

but the difference is not statistically significant. By contrast, si~if~cantly more women

(92%) desire to telecommute than men (83%), although the proportions are quite high 

both groups. As was discussed in Mokhtarian and Salomon (1994c), th~s gender effect

appears in the preference model indirectly through a number of attitudinal and situational

variables linked to gender°
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The .average education for all four groups alike fell between the categories "four year

college, university, or technical school graduate" and %ome graduate school". Telecom-

reuters had slightly higher estimated average incomes than non-telecommuters, and pre-

ferreJm had slightly lower incomes than non-preferrers, but differences in distribution were

not significant. Interestingly, there is no significant difference in average one-way commute

lengt]~ between choosers (12.5 miles) and non-choosers (12.9 miles), on the other hand,

preferrers have, as hypothesized, a significantly longer average commute (13.2 miles) than

non-preferrers (10.4 miles). Finally, there is no significant difference in vehicle availability

across all groups, with each group having aa average of at least one veldde per driver.

BINARY CHOICE MODELS

The modeling process

The first step in estimating binary models of telecommuting choice is to define the

estimation sample. Preference models can be and were (Mokhtariaa and Salomon, 1994e)

estimated on the entire data set: it is assumed that everyone is able to have a preference

regarding telecommuting. However, not everyone has a choice. Based on the examination

of o~[y the three dichotomous constraints described in Section 2, we earlier found that less

than a third of our sample had the choice to telecommute, and that the population

proportion is probably even smaller (Mokhtarian and Salomon, 1994b).

The theoretical consequences of falsely assumirig that everyone has the same choice set earl

be severe. Gent (1994, p.15), for example, points out that "[t]wo individuals with the same

atm’butes do not have the same probability of choosing an alternative if they have different

choice sets", even though a model estimated assuming homogeneous choice sets would yield

equal utilities and therefore equal choice probabilities for those two individuals. As Thill

(1992, p. 364) notes, when infeasible alternatives are included in the choice set,

"the choice model will attribute a non-negative probability to all alternatives
in the assigned choice set, including those that are not in the true choice set.
As a consequence, the estimates of the choice function are inconsistent. Also,
aa erroneous interpretation of individual behavior can proceed from this ntis-
specification. The choice model will explain overt behavior in terms of
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deliberate and unfettered decisions whereas it is mostly constrained by the
structure of the individual’s choice set°"

On the other hand, Lerman (1985, cited in Thfll, 1992) observes that the practical conse-

quences of a mi~-specified choice set may not be serious. If, in fact, the infeasible

alternative has attributes considered quite undesirable by an individual, that alternative will

have a very low utility, and hence a very low choice probability. In this situation, the model

is probably an acceptable approximation to the reality of zero choice probability, and the

impact of the choice set mis-specifieation on the parameter estimates is likely to be small.

For example, ff transit is an infeasible mode choice for an individual because the nearest

trarr~it stop is some miles away, then a model containing access time or even total travel

time as an explanatory variable will predict a negligibly low probability of choosing transit

for that person-

Thus, importantly, ff the specification of the utility rune#don includes variables that Iargely

capture the availability of the alternative, then the situation posited by Gent is un|ikely to

occur. That is, ff an alternative is possible for one individual but not another, those two

individuals would have different attributes for the variables relating to availability.

Based on these observations, we have chosen to estimate legit models of home-based tele-

commuting choice on two nested groups of the data. The first group conta~ the entire

data base (N = 628), but with the dichotomous and other constraints entered as explanatory

variables into the model. Thus, telecommutingis treated as being possible for everyone, but

with constraints on choice being incorporated into the utility ftmction. The second group

contains the sub-sample for whom aa actual choice exists; the definition of this sub-sample

is described in Section 4.3 below. For this group, dichotomous and other external

constraints were used to identify whether or not teIecommuting was in the choice set for

each individual, and thus were not incorporated into the utility ftmctiom

The final size of this sub-sample for the second group is N = 99, meaning that only some

16% of the full sample can be considered to actually have the choice to telecommute. As

expected, the shares of preference and choice increase the more restricted the sample
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becomes. For the sample as a whole, preference and choice shares are 88.1% and 13.1%,

respe~vely; for the subset of those defined as having a choice, they are 90.9% and 68.7%.

Thus, when telecommuting is feasible, more than two-thirds of our sample of 99 choose to

do it.

For each of the groups of data, a process similar to that for the preference models was

undergone to develop parsimonious initial and final model spedfications from the large pool

of potential explanatory variables. Specifically, variables which did not significantly

distha[,ndsh between choosers and non-choosers (based on t- and 2 -tests) were screened

out, and highly correlated alternate specifications of the same construct were not included

ha the same model. After estimating initial models, insignificant variables were successively

eliminated and minor variations in specification were tested until a sa~factory final model

was obtained.

Two sets of models were estimated for each of the two groups: with and without preference

as an explanatory variable. Including preference most faithfi~y represents the conceptual

model, of telecommuting adoption, in which choice is a function of preference and short

term constraints. On the other hand, since preference is an endogenous variable, it is also

desirable to estimate a "reduced form" model in which both drive and constraint variables

are altowed to directly influence choice, espedally because, as will be seen below, having

the preference variable in the model introduces multicollinearity. When preference was

included as an explanatory variable of choice, any variables that were significant in the

preference model and highly correlated with it were excluded from the choice model.

Mokhtarian and Salomon (1994c) describe in detail the 64 drive and constra~nt/fadlitator

variables defined from the data set that form the set of potential explanatory variables for

preference and choice. These include factor scores representing attitude measurements as

well as socio-demographic and other objective characteristics. For the sake of brevity, we

present in Table 2 only the variables that are significant in any of the final models reported

here.
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Table 2: Description of Variables Significant to Telecommuting Choice

Preference The binary-v~dued preference for home-based telecommudng, based on the response
to a direct question: how much would you like to telecommute (from home) assuming
there were no constraints. For any response other than "not at all’, this variable was
set equal to one.

Drive Variables

Dksability/Parentai
Leave

A factor primarily based on the perceived advantages of telecommuting in permitting
continued work in the presence of a temporary or permanent disability or in lieu of
parental leave. Representing aspects of the work and family drives, this factor ks
expected to have a positive sign.

Stress Attributes load;ng heavily on this factor include the following perceived advantages of
telecommutlng: reduce stress of commuting;, get more work done; reduce stress
experienced at main office; help the environment by driving less; and have more
control over physical worldng environment. Thas, this factor represents aspects of both
work and travel drives, with some ideological overtones deriving from the statement
about the environment. It is expected to have a positive ~ as individuals choose to
teler.ommute to reduce pressure and stress.

Overtime This variable is the number of hours of paid and unpaid overtime the respondent
worked within the last two weeks° High levels of overtime are assumed to indicate a
workaholic nature and hence represent a work drive. Workaholics are assumed to be
more inclined to telecommute, so as to increase their productivity.

Commute Stress Statements loading heavily oa this factor inclt~de: I am willing to reduce my dfiv~
to improve transportation and air quality;, my commute is a big hassle; and I would
usually rather have someone else do the driving. Thus, this factor primarily represents
the travel drive, with again a hint of environmental ideology. It is expected to be
positively related to the choice to telecommute, assuming that stre.~ful comr~tutlng
conditions can be avoided by telecommutlng,

Constratmt/Faeilitator Variables

Misunderstanding Statements loading heavily on ~ factor include: telecommWlng is inappropriate for
managers; telecommutlng is pr~mr~ for women with child care respousibilJfie, s; and
telecommutlng ks synonymous with work at home° High ratings on these statements,
restdtlrtg in a ~ score on th~ factor, indicate a ~ level of misunderstandlng
regarding telecommuth~ This coustitutes a constraint on telecommuting~ as an
individual may mistakenly believe that her~ situation is not appropriate for
telecommutlng.

Laek of Manager
Support (Manconst)

The fikel~ood of a person choosing to telecommute ks nullified if her/his manager
opposes this arrangement. This dichotomous constraint ks represented by a dummy
variable set equal to one if the respondenes manager will not permit home-based
telecommuting at alL

Job Unsuitability

(~obcousO

Another dichotomous constraint, represented by a dummy variable set equal to one for
respondents reporting that no part of their job was suitable for home-based
teleconmautlr~.
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Table 2 (continued): Description of Variables Significant to Telecommuting Choice

UnavMlable PC

Te£hnology

Internal Control

Office Discipline

Lack of Control

This variable was equal to unity if the respondent needed a computer to work
effectively, did not have one., and either could not or did not know if they could borrow
one from the workplace (about a third of the sample did not know whether they could
borrow a computer from the workplace or not, although some of these may not have
needed a computer in any case). The lack of a personal computer when one is needed
is viewed by the respondents as a constraint which precludes tclecommuting.

This measure is an index equal to the number out of seven technological items (phone
and computer products and services) that the respondent indicated needing to acquire
or upgrade to be able to work effectively from home. The more tcclmologics that arc
required for the routine work of an individual, the less likely she/he is to telccommnte.

Statements loading heavily on this factor include: I am basically a pretty organiTcd
person; I generally try to spend some time each week on myself, I am generally
satisfied with my life; and family and friends arc more important to me than work.
This factor is hypothesized to be a fa~tator supporting the ability to telccommute,
and hence positively correlated with choice.

Telccommuting disadvantages loading heavily on this factor include: harder to get
motivated to work away from main office; too much trouble to remember what to take
back and forth between locations; and main office is nicer/better equipped. This is a
constraint actinZ on individuals who prefer to work in a traditional office environment
and to avoid the burden of having to work in muldple locations. Individuals with a
high score on th~ factor are less Iikcly to choose telccomrnllfing.

Statements loading heavily on this factor include: I often feel like I don’t have much
control over my life; it is hard to bc fully productive in the place where I work; and
work and family don’t leave me enough time for myself. Originddy identified as
rcprescntlng aspects of the independence and leisure drives, this variable appears in
one choice model as a constraint (see the discussion in Section 4_3).

4.2 Models on the full data set

Based on Lerman’s practicality argument, the inclusion of those who do not have the choice

to teiecommute in the estimation sample may not be a problem if the model specification

results in alternatives having a very low utility (i.e. probability of choice) when they are

infeasible. In our case, this is accomplished by incorporating a number of constrMnt

variables (including the dichotomous constraints) into the utility function.

Table 3 presents the coefficients and t-statistics for final models on the full data set, without

and with Preference as an explanatory variable. In the first model, without Preference, 30

variables (including the constant) comprising the initial specification were screened down

to the eight significant parameters obtained in the final model. A g 2 _ test of the full (30-
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variable) versus constrained (8-va6able) models found no sigr~cant dff-ference between 

two, inclicating that the more parsimonious model contairL~ essentialJy the s zme explanatory

power as the full one.

Table 3: Binary Choice Models for the Full Data Set (N=628)

WRhout Preference ]] With Pr~fereaee

Variable Type1
Estimated t. Estimated t"

Coefficient s~afisffc Coefficient statistic

Constant -0.55 -2.40 -10.% -0,15

Preference m 10.11 0.14

Overtime Work Drive 0.042 2.31 0.041 2.2O

Commute Stress Travel Drive 0.74 338 0.65 2.92

M.ksunderstanding Awareness Constraint -0.54 -2.53 -0.53 -2.51

Lack of Manager Organization/Manager -2.90 -634 -2.96 -6.35
Support Support Constraint

Job Um~tabilky Job Suitabil/ty Constraint -1.81 -4.34 -L75 -4.20

Technology Technology Availability -0.28 -3.14 -0.28 -3.14
Constraint

Office Disdpline Disdpliae/Control -0.58 -2.89 -0.48 -2.32
C~nstrah~t

Number of observations 624 624

Log Likelih~d at 0 -432.52 -432.52

Log Likelihood at convergence -159.95 -I56.07

p2 0.63 0.64

Adjusted p 2 0.61 0.62

1 As described in Mokhtarian and Salomon (1994e).
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Exar~ining the coefficients in the final model, it is first observed that the constant term is

negative and significant, meaning that the average impact of the unobserved variables is in

the ¢~’ection of not telecommuting. This is not surprising, given that a preponderance of

the sample (87%) consists of non-chooserso Of the seven remaining variables, five are con-

strafilts, also having (as expected) a negative impact on the probability of choice. The

strongest two of the three dichotomous constraint variables (Lack of Manager Support and

Job Unsuitability) are highly significant; the remzln~ng three constraints are Misunder-

standing of telecommuting, Tedmology, and Office Discipline. The magnitudes and sigr~s

of these coefficients confirm that individuals for whom a combination of these constraints

are active (particularly the dichotomous constraints) will have a low estimated probability

of choosing to telecommute.

The two remaining significant variables are drives, both with the expected positive si~.~.

Overtime represents the work drive, whereas Commute Stress represents the travel drive.

Note that Commute Stress is s/t~mificant even though telecommuters and non-teleeommuters

have comparable commute lengths (see Section 3). This reinforces the belief that it is the

perception of objective reality that is important to behavior, not the objectively measured

characteristic itself.

As noted above, drives are necessary for a choice to telecommute to be exercised. The

remaining drives identified in the conceptual model (family, independence, leisure and

ideology) do not appear here to make si~ificant contributions to the choice of telecom-

mut~lg, although they have contributed to the formation of the preference to telecommute

(Mo/~htarian and Salomon, 1994e). This may imply that, among drives, work and travel are

the most decisive factors in choosing to telecommute - representing the strongest, most

tangible, and most immediate benefits of telecommuting - whereas the other drives may

play only a minor contributing role in the choice.

Rho-squared, the proportion of hfformation in the data explained by the model, is 0.63. The

p 2 value for a discrete choice model should be compared to that for the market share model,

that is one whose only explanatory variable is the constant term (and for which the

estimated choice probability for each individual will equal the aggregate share of that choice
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in the sample). Since the choice shares are quite unbalanced, a market share model alone

explairL~ a high proportion of the information in the data: 44% in this case. Th~.~ suggests

that the other seven variables in the final model only explain 19 additional percentage points

of information. However, the final model re-estimated with the constant term constrained

to equal zero resu.lted in a p 2 of 0.62, meaning that the seven true variables carry virtually

the fulI explanatory power of the model.

An alternative specification included Preference as an explanatory variable in the model.

If, as stated earlier, preference is a precursor of choice, its inclusion in the model is

hypothesized to improve the explanatory power of the choice model. The model-estimated

coefficients are also presented in Table 3.

Preference is defined on the bash of responses to a direct question in which individuals

were asked how much they would like to telecommute from home ff no constraints were

present. Its contribution to the model, as judged by its standard error, is insignificant.

However, note that the constant term and the coef~dent for Preference are large, of

opposite signs, and insignificant with nearly identical standard errors of 71.84. This pattern

persisted throughout all tested models containing Preference~ and is characteristic of the

case in which two variables are collinear. In view of the fact that 88% of this sample prefers

to telecommute (and therefore has a value of one for the zero-one Preference variable),

such a result is not surprising. Normally, only one variable of a coll~near pair would be kept

in a model. In this ease, however, it is desirable to retain both variables: preference for

conceptual reasons, and the constant term because it captures the average effect of

unmeasured influences on choice and the effect of sampling bias (Manski and Lermar~.

1977).

The interpretation is as follows: when the preference variable is zero, the large negative

constant term results in a near-zero probab~ty of choice - which is as it should be (no one

in the sample chose telecommuting who did not prefer it)~ When telecommuting is pre-

ferred, it counteracts most of the negative contribution of the constant term, although the

average residual effect of ~mmeasured variables is still negative (against choosing to

telecommute)- When the significant drives are strong enough to counteract the combined
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effects of the rest of the constant term and any active constraints, choosing to telecommute

wi11 be the higher-probability alternative. Similar results will be observed for the model

including preference on the smaller subset of 99 observations, discussed in Section 4.3.

The remalnJng seven variables in this model are the same two drives and five constraints

found in the model without Preference. All variables are significant and have the expected

signs. The p 2 statistic is 0.64, only slightly higher than for the first model. The adjusted p 2,

which controls for the number of parameters being estimated, is also stightly higher for the

model with Preference (0.62 versus 0.61).

4.3 Models on those who have a choice

To identify the sub-sample of respondents who truly had the choice to telecommute from

home, cases were eHmhnated in several stages. First, those for whom any of the dicho-

tomous constraints were active were eliminated, leaving 203 respondents. However, many

constraints may preclude telecommuting besides the three defined as dichotomous ones. In

the previously developed conceptual model, these other factors have been treated as con-

tinuous constraints, that is as having a continuous impact on the propensity to choose

telecommufing. Since the threshold point (i.e. the point at which the continuous constraint

beeeraes active and precludes choice) for each individual is generally not known, this is 

logical approach to take when a model will be used to predict before the fact the probability

that telecommuting will occur as a ftmction of drives and eonstra/nts. In this exploratory

research, however, we not only know what choice has been made, we also have information

regarding why telecommuting was not chosen. In a case where the reason given appears to

be a :factor outside the person’s control, there is some basis for concluding that such an

individual actually did not have the choice to telecommute.

Some reasons for not telecommuting can represent a conscious choice on the part of the

respondent, and should not be a basis for excluding telecommufing from the choice set. In

our survey, we place the following reasons in that category: for me, the disadvantages

outweigh the advantages; it would cost me too much; and my home environment is not suit-

able for telecommuting. Another reason, also not used as.a basis for excluding tele-
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commuting from the choice set, was "I would telecommute from a center, but there is none

available". If the unavailability of a center were the only reason given for not

telecommuting (i.e. the manager didn’t disapprove, and so on), it is suggested that the

respondent could work from home but chose not to.

Thus, from among those for whom no dichotomous constraint was active, cases were further

elirn~nated from this estimation sample if they gave any of the following reasons for why

they were not currently telecommuting: my job is not suitable; my present work responsi-

bilities don’t permit it; I have discussed it with my supervisor, and s/he will not (yet) allow

it; I have not discussed it with my supervisor, but I don’t think s/he will permit it; I don’t

have all the resources I would need to work at another location; there is not enough space

at home; telecommuting has not been offered to or discussed with me; and management

disapproves of telecommuting.

Two of these reasons, those relating to resources and space at home, may represent

conscious decisions on the part of the respondent and if so, should not be used to exclude

telecommuting from the choice set. However, lack of adequate resources may also relate

to factors outside the respondent’s control, such as the need for specialized equipment or

services to be able to telecommute effectively. And if space at home is a genuine constraint,

it is suggested that the cost of providing adequate space (through remodeling, expansion, or

relocation) is of such a different order of magmtude from the other costs of telecommuting

(eomputers, telecommunicatious) that it may realistically preclude telecommuting for those

individuals. In any case, to have the "purest" group of people who actually have the choice

to telecommute in this estimation sample, the more restrictive criteria for inclusion in the

sample were adopted, leaving 126 cases.

One more screen was applied to this sub-sample. Of the 126 cases included at this point,

68 (54%) were currently teleeommuting and 58 (46%) were not. We examined the reasons

given for not telecommuting by those 58 people. In nearly half (27) of the cases, the reason

given was, "I never really thought about it.* Initially, our assumption was that, since the

respondents in this group are aware of telecommuting and have no other apparent con-

straints active, they never thought about telecommuting simply because no active drives were
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promPting them to do so. In that ease, it is of particular importance to include this group

in the: estimation sample, because they are precisely the segment of the population that con-

tributes to inflated estimates of the potential demand for telecommuting when only con-

straints and not drives are considered.

However, this assumption is countered by the fact that all 27 of this group have expressed

a preference for telecommuting. This suggests that in some cases the preference or drive

to telecommute is either quite weak, or not yet acted upon. It is quite possible that some

respondents, although vaguely aware of telecommuting, had not consciously evaluated its

benefits in their situation until completing our survey prompted them to do so. Thus, in

completing the survey they may for the first time have expressed a desire to telecommute,

while never having really thought about it previously and not yet having the time to translate

that preference into choice.

This point illustrates the limitations of a cross-sectional survey in analyzing the dynamic

adoplSon process. To avoid the effects of this temporary mismatch between unconstrained

preference and actual choice, the 27 respondents who gave "never really thought about it"

as a reason for not currently telecommuting were eliminated from this sub-sample. Ulti-

mately, then, this group contained 99 cases, 68 of whom were currently telecommuting and

90 of whom preferred to telecommute.

Table 4 presents the estimation results for the models on this subset of 99 cases. As above,

two separate models were estimated, without and with Preference as an explanatory vari-

able. For the model without Preference, twenty-six variables were initially introduced,

lea~ag to a final model in which only four significant variables are included: the constant

term, Stress, Misunderstanding and Internal Control. There was no significant difference

between the full and final models (for the 2 statistic o f 23.6 with 22 degrees of f reedom,

p > 0.1).

In keeping with the fact that two-thirds of this group are telecommuting, the constant term

for tiffs model is positive, indicating that the average effect of unmeasured variables is in

the direction.of choosing to telecommute. Stress, as expected, is a drive that is positively
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Table 4: Binary Choice Models for those who have a Choice (N=99)

WRhout Preference With Preference

Variable Type
Estimated t ~ Estimated t .

Coefficient statistic Coefficient statistic

Constant 0.85 2.92 -9.88 -0.18

Preference 11.44 0.20

Stress Work and Travel Drives 1.53 4.01

Disability/Parental Work and Family Drives m 0.64 1.90
Leave

Nfisunderstand~ng Awareness Constraint 41.98 -2.61 -0.82 -1.70

PC UnavaHab~llty Technology Availability -1.17 -1.90
Constraint

Internal Control DisdpIine/Coatrol 1.46 3.81 2.96
FadIitator

Office Disdpline Disdpline/Control -0.78 -1.86
Constraint

Lack of Control DisdpIiuc/Control m -0.71 -1.54
Constraint

Number of observations 99 99

Log l.lkelihood at 0 -68.622 -68.622

Log Likelihood at convergence 42.497 -35.009

p2 O38 0.49

Adjusted p 2 0232 0.37

associated with the choice of telecommuting in this model. Either Stress or Commuting

Stress appears in three of the four models presented in this paper. This leads to the

conclusion that stress is a strong drive in itself, and may largely capture what we have

defined as the travel drive and the work drive. Internal Control is a factor which facilitates
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the choice to telecommute, and therefore has the expected positive sign. The only factor

in this model which inhibits choice is Misunderstanding.

The model which incorporates Preference as an explanatory variable is conceptually more

appealing. As can be seen in Table 4, this model is specified by seven variables plus the

constant term. It has a p 2 value of 0.49, and is thus judged to be significantly superior to the

previous model having a p 2 of 0.38. The same model estimated without the constant term

has a p 2 of 0.43, indicating that most but not all of the information explained by the model

can be: attributed to the seven true explanatory variables.

Preference, defined as a zero-one variable, is not statisticat/y si~r~ificant and is again

negatively correlated with the constant term, as both have large and nearly identical stan-

dard errors (of 56.16) and coefficients of similar magnitude and opposite sigr~. Misunder-

stand.hag and Internal Control are present in this model as in the previous one, with similar

coefficients. However, both variables are less significant than for the model without

preference; Misunderstanding especially moves to more marginal sign+f~cance.

The four other variables which are significant here but not in the model without Preference

are Disability/Parental Leave, Unavailability of a PC, Office Discipline, and Lack of

Control The first represents the family and work drives and, as hypothes/zed, this factor

encourages telecommut/ng. The presence of the PC Unavailability variable is somewhat

unexpected, as people were eliminated from this estimation sample if they reported not

having: all the resources they needed to telecommute. Nevertheless, it has the expected

negative impact on choice. As suggested earlier, this element may be more a matter of

perception than real/ty, as many respondents did not actually know whether a computer

could be borrowed from the workplace or not+ Also, as computer costs are constantly

decreasing and more homes purchase one for household use, it is likely that this constraint

will decline in importance over ~me. Bemardino and Ben-Aldva (1995) have recently

reported that most employers in their study are willing to supply the necessary technology

and to, cover the communications costs.
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As described earlier, Office Discipline is a constraint on telecomrnuting, and as such has the

expected negative sign~ Finally, the negative sign for Lack of Control requires some

explanation When this variable was initially identified (Mokhtafian and Salomon, 1994c),

it was hypothesized that those with a higher score on this factor would be frustrated by their

lack of control and, perceiving telecommuting as a meart~ of regaining some control, would

hence be more likely to want to telecommute. This suggests that this variable, hypothesized

to represent the Independence and Leisure drives, should have a positive coefficient.

Indeed, although Lack of Control was not statistically significant in the final model of

telecommuting preference, it was the case that preferrers had a significantly higher mean

score on thi~ factor than non-preferrers. The fact that this variable now has a negative

(albeit only marginally significant) coefficient in the choice model suggests an additiox~al

interpretation: that those with a high score on this factor are unab/e to choose

telecommuting because of their lack of control. Thus, it is classified here as a

Discipline/Control constraint. However, it may be more of an external constraint than the

other two Discipline/Control measures in this model, which are primarily internal.

4.4 Discussion

In comparing the performance of the models estimated for the two different groups, one

immediate observation is the apparent superiority of both models on the fult data set over

both models on the subset of those who actually have a choice. The two models on the full

data set contain the same variables (except, of course, for the presence of Preference in only

the second of the two models), aU of which are conceptually appealing and statistically

highIy significant with the expected si~s. The p 2 statistics for the two models are relatively

high at 0.63 and 0.64, respectively. For the reduced data set, by contrast, a smaller set of

variables is si~if~eant (especially for the model without Preference), the significance 

some variables is marshal (although they are still included for their conceptual relevance),

and the p 2 statistic for the better of the two models is "only" 0.49.

Thus, it seems that in this study at least, incorporation of constraints into the utility function

offers a more desirable model than using constraints as a basis for determining the choice

set. However_, two points should be kept in mind. The first is that even a O 2 of 0.49 is quite
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respectable among discrete choice models of this type. Hence, viewed in isolation, the

second model of Table 4 would be considered more than acceptable.

The second point is that the models on the flail data set are accounting for whether

teleeommuting is in the choice set as well as whether it is chosen, whereas the models on

the reduced set need only account for whether or not telecommuting is chosen. Part of the

explanatory power of the first group of models derives from the fact that they can readily

identify (primarily through the two dichotomous constraints Job Unsuitability and Lack of

Management Support) and predict (non-)choice for many of those in the estimation sample

for whom telecommuting is essentially impossible. In the second group of models, the.

identtfieation has been externally accomplished by the analysts, leaving only the more

difficult task of predicting choice for those who actually have a choice°

In support of this point, it should be noted that when the first model of Table 3 is re-

estimated without the two dichotomous constraints, its pZ is equal to 0.51, essentially

comparable to the 0.49 of the second model of Table 4. When the two dichotomous con-

straints are eliminated from the beginning and a best new model is found on the full data

set, its p 2 is 0.55, stilI substantially lower than the 0.63 for the model with the constraints.

However, comparison of the adjusted p 2 values for these models demonstrates the advantage

accruing to the larger sample size of the full data set. Since the log-likelihood increases in

magnitude with the sample size, the adjusted p 2 which is equal to { 1 - [LL~on,~.~n~ - number

of parameters] / ~ } (Ben-Aldva and Lerman, 1985), differs from p 2 (calculated by 

same equation without the "number of parameters" term) more substantially for smaUer

samples° Thus, the adjusted O 2 for the best new model without dichotomous constr~nts on

the full data set is 0.53, compared to an adjusted p 2 of 0.37 for the second model of Table 4.

This suggests that all else being equal, the models on the full data set may be preferred

because of being estimated on a larger sample. The model of Table 4 may also have had

an adjusted p 2 value close to 0.50 if it had been estimated on a sample of 624 people who

actually had the choice to telecommute. However, such a sample would almost certainly

again be a subset of an even larger sample collected without regard to telecommuting
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feasibility, with models on that larger sample again presumably proving statistically superior

to those on the smaller sample°

For both groups of models, incorporating Preference as an explanatory variable resulted in

collinearity with the constant term. Although it is conceptually desirable to include

preference as an explanatory variable for choice, the nearly universal preference for

telecommuting in the sample led to the observed, normaUy undesirable, empirical result.

Nevertheless, the two models containing Preference were interpretable and statisticaUy at

least equivalent if not superior to their counterparts that did not conta/n Preference.

Additional models were estimated using the predicted probability of preference, derived

from the logit model reported in Mokhtarian and Salomon (I994c), in lieu of the actual pre-

ference. In those models, both the constant term and the estimated preference probability

variable were statistically significant, but they were still coUinear and the p 2 statistics were

equal to (for the full data set) or inferior to (for the reduced data set) those for the models

reported here°

4,5 Implications for the PIA

In Mokhtarian and Salomon (1994b), we classified our 628 respondents into the eight

categories defined by all combinations of the three binary variables Possibility (set equal to

one if none of the three dichotomous constraints were active), Preference, and Choice. The

majority of the sample (355 or 56.5% of the eases) fell into a singIe category: those for

whom telecommuting constituted a "Preferred Imposs~le Alternative" (P/A). That is, for

this group, telecommuting was preferred, but not possible and therefore not chosen.

It would be valuable to be able to forecast what would happen to this group should the

dichotomous constraints apparently restricting choice be lifted. How many would actually

choose telecommuting then? Clearly not everyone, since as we have discussed, other

constraints besides the dichotomous ones may be preventing a preferred altemat/ve from

being chosen. Of the 184 people in our sample for whom telecommuting is both "possible"

(considering only the dichotomous constraints) and preferred, only 68 (37%) actually choose

it.
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In the’. absence of any more sophisticated methods, then, the most natural approach to

fore~Lsting the choices of the PIA group would be to use the same ratio as observed for the

"possible and preferred" group. Using that simple method, an expected 37% of the PIA

group, or 131 people, would choose telecommuting if it were possible for them.

Such a simple approach would be valid only if the distributions of other characteristics

important to choice are similar between the PIA group and the possible-and-preferred

group, which cannot necessarily be relied upon. But the development of models forecasting

choice as an explicit function of those other important variables offers a superior approach.

The models can be used to estimate the probability of choice of each individual based on

that individual’s specific characteristics. In that ease, differences in distribution of those

characteristics are automatically accounted for by the model.

To fllustrate this approach, we use the second model of Table 3 to estimate the choices of

the PIA group under two scenarios. In each case, the estimated choice probability t3i for the

i-th member of that group is calculated from the binary logit formula

where 1] is the vector of es~mated coefficients shown for the second model of Table 3 and

Xi is the vector of explanatory variables for the i-th individual.

The expected number of choosers from among the PIA group is just the sum of the

estimated individual probabilities of choice across the group. Note however that this

formula has the apparently anomalous effect of predicting some choosers even from the

"impossible" group. For example, ff 15 were to equal 0.05 for everyone in the PIA, then 5%

of that group wotdd be "expected" to choose telecommuting. In fact, the expected number

choosing telecommuting out of the entire group of 425 people for whom telecommuting is

not Possible (Cells 5-8 of Table xxx in Mokhtarian and Salomon, 1994b) is 15, which is quite

close "to the 14 people from th~s group who are observed actually to choose telecommuting

(Cell 5 of the table; see Mokhtarian and Salomon (1994b) for further discussion thi s

anon~alous group in the context of data collection and measurement issues). Although the
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model (since it contains a constant term) is guaranteed to replicate the aggregate market

share of 13% telecommuters (meaning that the lbs sum across the enth’e sample to 82, the

number of observed choosers ha the sample), there was no guarantee that such a replicatdon

would hold separately for the subgroups Possible = 1 and Possible = 0.

In the discussion foUowing, we report only the incremental increase in the expected m~mber

of telecommuters beyond the baseline level (of "impossible" choosers) for each of the two

scenarios.

In the first scenario, the barriers of lack of awareness and manager resistance to telecom-

muting are eompletely eliminated. That is, the dichotomous Unaware and Lack of Manager

Support constrz~nts are set equal to zero for everyone in the PIA group (Unaware is not

dgn~ficant ha the model and is the single active dichotomous constraint for only 5 people ha

the PIA group). Under this scenario, an expected 45 new people wi/1 choose telecommuting

out of the group for whom it just became possible. This is 13% of the 355 people in the

PIA group. However, with the removal of just two of the three dichotomous constraints,

telecommuting did not become possible for everyone in this group, only for the 145 people

for whom Job Unsuitability was also not active. Thus, an estimated 31% of this "liberated"

group will choose telecommuting.

In the second scenario, all three dichotomous constrahats are removed, malting

telecommuting possible for everyone in the PIA~ Under this scenario, an expected 101

additional people will adopt telecommuttug (compared to the orighaaI number), 28% of the

PIA group.

In both scenarios, the response to lifting the dichotomous constraints is considerably less

than the 37% predicted by the simple method of preserving existiag ratios. This illustrates

the importance of causal, behaviorally-based models in forecasting general adoption rates

and responses to specific policies or trends. The models presented here can be used to

estimate the impacts of removing or reducing other constraints, such as technology

availability and misunderstanding.
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5. SUMMARY AND NEXT STEPS

This paper analyzes the individual choice to telecommute. It builds upon previous

developments of a conceptual model and an empirically-estimated binary logit model of

teleeommuting preference. In this paper, binary logit models of telecommuting choice were

estimated. External constraints precluding the choice to telecommute were handled in two

different ways: incorporated into the utility function (permitting models to be estimated on

the entire data set), and used to eliminate telecommuting from the choice set for some

individuals (leading to estimating models on the reduced sample of those who actually have

a choice). Based on the latter approach, it appears that only about 16% of the full sample

truly has a choice; of those, 69% choose to telecommute while 91% prefer to telecomanute.

The gap between preference and choice for this group is largely due to a conscious and

volitional tradeoff between the advantages and disadvantages of telecommuting: I may want

to telecommute to some degree, but rec%~aize that it has certain disadvantages (such as

costs axLd my own internal constraints including aa appreciation for the discipline offered

by the main office), which for me outweigh its advantages.

The dynamic aspect of the adoption process also contributed to the observed gap between

preference and choice. Twenty-one percent of the sub-sample that apparently had a choice

(27 out of 126) stated a preference for telecommuting yet were not doing it because they

had "never really thought about it". The two relevant issues for this group are how intense

the stated preference for telecomrrmting is, and how long, if ever, it would take to translate

that ostensibly unconstrained preference into choice.

Taken together, these findings on the importance of constraints and the dynamics of the

decision process cogently confirm that basing forecasts of telecommuting adoption on stated

preference alone will considerably overstate the potential market. Further, it was

demonstrated that simple approaches to estimating the effects of relaxing various constraints

also appear to yield unreliable results. This underscores the vital role of behavioral models

such as the ones presented here in developing reliable forecasts of telecommuting adoption.
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Several directions for future research are being pursued with the data collected for this

study. The models presented in this paper focus on the Nnary case, of either adopting

telecommuting or not. However, as has been pointed out by Handy and Mokhtarian (1995),

the effectiveness of telecommuting as a travel mitigation strategy depends not on the

penetration level (i.e., how many people are engaged in telecommuting) but on the number

of occasions that telecommuting is performed and substituted for travel. Consequently, a

natural next step in modeling should be directed at understanding the choice of frequency

of telecommuting among those who choose to telecommUteo

Also, to date this study has focused on the preference and choice of telecommuting from

home. But the same survey obtained preference and choice for center-based telecommuting

as well. Telecommuting from a center occurred too infrequently to support development

of quantitative choice models (although data are currently being collected for this purpose
in a new study), but development of preference models for center-based telecommuting is

currently underway. These are likely to provide valuable insight into the market for this

stilI-experimental form of working.

Further, telecommuting choice can also be flamed within a broader framework of the choice

set. A multlnomial approach, in wlfich telecommuting is one of a broader set of options to

adjust behavior in the face of dissatisfaction, is likely to improve our tmderstanding of the

relative efficiency of alternative demand management strategieso

Finally, another fruitful direction for further analysis is examining the dynamic aspects of

the adoption process. These should be viewed in the broader context of new technology-

based alternatives. Such alternatives may be very attractive at first sight, hence the wide

preference. But they may not be practicable due to a variety of constraints. The issue then

is really to forecast the change in the prevalence of the constraints, which may be the more

important explanation for future adoption levels° For example, the growing popularity of

mobile work technologies (cellular telephone and notebook computers with modems) will

affect peoples’ perception of constraints associated with access while mobile. Also, the

acceptance of telecommuting as a social norm is likely to increase as more people do it.

Although we have not defined or identified a social constraint, one may be at play.
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